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Abstract—In this paper, we allocate IoT devices as resources
for smart services with time-constrained resource requirements.
The allocation method named as BRAD can work under multiple
resource scenarios with diverse resource richnesses, availabilities
and costs, such as the intelligent healthcare system deployed by
Harbin Institute of Technology (HIT-IHC). The allocation aims
for bimetric-balancing under the multi-scenario case, i.e., the
profit and cost associated with service satisfaction are jointly
optimised and balanced wisely. Besides, we abstract IoT devices
as digital objects (DO) to make them easier to interact with
during resource allocation. Considering that the problem is NP-
Hard and the optimisation objective is not differentiable, we
utilise Grey Wolf Optimisation (GWO) algorithm as the model
optimiser. Specifically, we tackle the deficiencies of GWO and
significantly improve its performance by introducing three new
mechanisms to form the BRAD-GWA algorithm. Comprehensive
experiments are conducted on realistic HIT-IHC IoT testbeds and
several algorithms are compared, including the allocation method
originally used by HIT-IHC system to verify the effectiveness
of the BRAD-GWA. The BRAD-GWA achieves a 3.14 times and
29.6% objective reduction compared with the HIT-IHC and the
original GWO algorithm, respectively.

Index Terms—Ubiquitous computing, IoT devices, Intelligent
healthcare, Resource allocation, Metaheuristic algorithm

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid prevalence of ubiquitous IoT devices such as
smart sensors and smart monitoring devices [1]–[3], applica-
tions such as healthcare [4] and logistics [5] have became more
intelligent. A real-life example is the Intelligent HealthCare
system deployed by Harbin Institute of Technology (HIT-IHC),
which involves various kinds of IoT devices such as smart
gesture detector, smart treadmill, etc., to provide elders with
healthcare services. The IoT smart space supports tremendous
amount of ubiquitous services, which require different types
of IoT devices as resources to accomplish in an effective way.
However, as the number of services surges [6], [7], allocating
these resources in traditional way becomes labour-intensive
and infeasible [8], [9] for IoT resource providers.

The resource allocation for smart IoT services has gained
gradual attentions. Several past research efforts [8], [10] have
been introduced to improve the resource allocation process
with the goal of waiting time saving, budget minimisation,
etc. However, these research efforts mainly focused on a
single resource scenario, without considering the more real-
istic multi-scenario case, i.e., several resource scenarios with
heterogeneous resource richnesses and costs. For example,
the HIT-IHC system is deployed in the city hospital that
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represents resource-rich scenario, and community clinics that
act as typical resource-scarce scenarios. Consequently, the
bimetric-balanced resource allocation methods aiming to bal-
ance the service profit and cost under the multi-scenario case
remained under-investigated. Besides, some research efforts
utilised metaheuristic algorithms as their optimisers, however,
as the metaheuristic algorithm quickly evolving, it is worth
leveraging latest metaheuristic optimisers to make wiser allo-
cation decisions. Finally, there was a void for past researches
to verify the resource allocator on realistic IoT applications
with multiple scenarios.

To fill the voids of past research efforts, in this paper
we consider a more sophisticated model named as BRAD,
which allocates IoT devices as resources in a Bimetric-
balanced manner, i.e., balancing profit and cost wisely during
Resource Allocation. Hence, it avoids the drawbacks of uni-
metric methods, i.e., boosting profit while ignoring the cost, or
reducing the cost while impairing the profit. Moreover, it can
make bimetric-balanced decisions under multi-scenario case.
Besides, the BRAD utilises the concept of Digital Object to
abstract IoT devices to ease the interactions with IoT devices.

Since the BRAD optimisation model is computationally
hard in nature [8], [11], and its optimisation objective is
not differentiable which prevents gradient-based optimisation
methods from being used, we utilise the GWO algorithm [12]
to optimise the proposed BRAD model. Compared with other
metaheuristic algorithms, the GWO enjoys more effective op-
timisation performance and relatively faster convergence [12],
hence is promising to make optimised allocation decisions. To
further enhance the efficacy, we tackle some of its deficiencies
such as dictated grey wolf social hierarchy, lacking grey wolf
elimination mechanism, etc., and enhance its effectiveness by
proposing an advanced version with three improvements: the
bimetric-balanced and density-aware grey wolf initialiser, the
enhanced greedy grey wolf social hierarchy mechanism and
the lifetime-enabled grey wolf elimination mechanism. We
name the proposed algorithm as BRAD-GWA (A stands for
“advanced”).

Finally, this paper evaluates the effectiveness of the BRAD-
GWA algorithm on the realistic HIT-IHC system and considers
several comparing algorithms, including the allocation method
originally used by the HIT-IHC system and the original
GWO algorithm. BRAD-GWA significantly outperforms its
counterparts by a large margin, achieving 3.14 times and
29.6% objective reduction compared with the original HIT-
IHC and the GWO algorithm, respectively. In summary, this



paper makes contributions as follows:
• We propose a bimetric-balanced IoT resource allocation

model, which can satisfy time-constrained resource needs
under multi-scenario case.

• We improve the Grey Wolf Optimisation algorithm using
three mechanisms and substantially enhance its perfor-
mance when optimising the BRAD model.

• We empirically apply the proposed BRAD-GWA algo-
rithm into a real intelligent healthcare system, i.e., HIT-
IHC, and achieves significantly improved performance
compared with its original resource allocation method.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Resource Allocation for Services in Smart IoT Space
There are several research efforts focusing on metaheuristic-

based IoT resource allocation methods. Jafari et al., [13]
utilised the Non-dominant Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA)
and the Bees Algorithm (BA) to schedule IoT resources for
time-constrained tasks. They applied the overall energy con-
sumption and time delay as the optimisation objective. Abdel-
Basset et al., [14] presented a QoS-oriented IoT resource-
task scheduler based on Harris Hawks algorithm with a local
search strategy. Jain et al., [15] tackled resource allocation
for IoT environment via a Quasi Oppositional Search and
Rescue Optimiser and achieved optimised overall system cost.
Sangaiah et al., [8] tackled the resource allocation for ever-
growing amount of IoT services via the Whale Optimisation
algorithm (WOA) with the total communication budget as
the objective. Tsai et al., [11] presented SEIRA algorithm,
which was an extended version of Search Economics (SE) that
can solve the IoT resource allocation problem with optimised
communication cost. Several components were enhanced to
improve the effectiveness of the algorithm, such as the solution
encoding and the dynamic local search operator.

However, these past research efforts still faced some de-
ficiencies which need to be addressed. Firstly, these works
only considered resource allocation in a single scenario, which
degraded their effectiveness when working under the multiple
heterogeneous resource scenarios. Besides, these works only
considered costs, and ignored the profit brought by service
satisfaction. Lacking bimetric-balancing may cause a profit-
impaired and cost-oriented allocation strategy. Finally, these
methods didn’t consider the Grey Wolf optimiser, which ex-
perimentally outperforms some of the metaheuristic algorithms
used in these research efforts.

B. Model Optimiser
Numerous research efforts have been presented improve

the efficacy of optimisers. Resende et al., [16] presented the
Greedy Randomised Adaptive Search Procedures (GRASP),
which proposed the greedy randomised adaptive phase and
the local search phase. However, it did not emphasise the
balance between exploration and exploitation, the greedy
approach may suffer from a higher chance to be trapped
by the local optima. On the other hand, motivated by the
natural phenomena, various metaheuristic algorithms were pro-
posed. For instance, the Firefly Algorithm (FFA) [17] utilised
the flashing patterns and attraction behaviours of fireflies to

guide the firefly movement in the search space. The Whale
Optimisation Algorithm (WOA) [18] was inspired by the
bubble-net hunting strategy of whales and mimicked the social
behaviours of humpback whales during hunting. The Particle
Swarm Optimisation (PSO) algorithm [19] was inspired by
the social metaphor of artificial life in general, and conducted
the computation in an evolutionised manner. There were some
other algorithms got inspiration from physical phenomena
in nature, such as the Gravitational Search Algorithm [20],
Chemical Reaction Algorithm [21], etc.

Despite the diversity of optimisation algorithms, according
to the experimental results as in [12], these algorithms pos-
sessed inferior performance compared with the GWO algo-
rithm. Empirically, the GWO can not only lead to solution
that is more optimal, but also can converge more efficiently.

III. BACKGROUND

In this section, we introduce the background of the HIT-
IHC intelligence healthcare system to present the motivation
of the problem. Then, the GWO algorithm will be introduced,
its suitability and room of improvements are explained.

A. The HIT-IHC Intelligent HealthCare System

Fig. 1. An illustration of the HIT-IHC system. Images are from a portion of
real IoT devices of HIT-IHC system we deployed.

The Harbin Institute of Technology Intelligent HealthCare
system (HIT-IHC) is a system that utilises intelligent IoT
devices to facilitate better elderly healthcare services. An
illustration that contains real images of IoT devices of the
HIT-IHC system have been shown in Figure 1. The HIT-
IHC system contains around 30 kinds of IoT devices that
can assist the rehabilitation and treatment, each kind of IoT
devices has 6 to 100 copies, with heterogeneous utility costs
(device cost, energy consumption, etc.) and diverse allocated
profit. The HIT-IHC system is deployed in the city hospital
and community care home in the HIT campus in Shandong,
China. Elders can request IoT devices such as health checking
device, smart wearable device, etc., to assist the healthcare
process.

Motivation The HIT-IHC system currently applies a pri-
oritised first come first serve method to allocate IoT devices
to elderly with different needs, where HIT retired staffs are
prioritised over other general users. The method favours the
resource-rich scenario, i.e., the city hospital. If due to unavail-
ability the request cannot be satisfied, the method will attempt



to allocate it to the resource-scarce scenario, i.e., the local
care home. However, under the multi-scenario environment,
which possesses heterogeneous cost and profit, the method
produces a very sparse resource allocation strategy with lots
of unallocated short time slots and causes a lower resource
utilisation efficiency. Besides, the method does not attempt to
jointly optimise the cost and profit during resource allocation.
Therefore, to improve the resource efficiency of the HIT-
IHC system, a bimetric IoT resource allocation method that
works under multiple heterogeneous scenarios is crucial, which
motivates the proposal of the BRAD model and the associated
optimisation algorithm.

B. The Grey Wolf Optimisation Algorithm

The GWO algorithm is inspired by the organised social
hierarchy of the grey wolf population [12]. The “alpha wolf
(Xα)” is the leader, followed by the “beta wolves (Xβ)” that
assist alpha wolf. The “omega wolves (Xω)” reside at the
bottom of the hierarchy and have to obey the command. Any
wolves that are not alpha, beta or omega are classified as
“delta wolves (Xδ)”, they follow the order of alpha and beta
wolves, but can dominate omega wolves. Motivated by the
hunting behaviours such as tracking, chasing and encircling
the prey, the GWO algorithm treats the prey as the optimal
value that is being searched for, and regards grey wolves as
search candidates. By mimicking the hierarchical-based group
hunting strategy, the GWO algorithm can cleverly approach
the optima as much as possible.

Workflow The GWO algorithm follows the workflow of
swarm-based algorithms [22]. The species population will be
initialised, and then keep evolving until reaching the termina-
tion condition, where the fittest individual will be regarded as
the optima.

Formulation The GWO algorithm utilises K grey wolves
acting as search candidates, each of them is a d dimensional
vector, where d is the number of elements that the algorithm
is optimising. Besides, each wolf is evaluated using a fitness
function. The GWO algorithm randomly initialises the grey
wolf population. Hence, the first deficiency is revealed.

Deficiency 1: Random Initialisation without Density-aware-
ness Applying the random initialisation strategy will produce
a population with low diversity in which two grey wolves can
be highly similar. Consequently, the benefit of the population-
based algorithm is hindered.

In the GWO algorithm, grey wolves are search candidates,
while the prey is not the real prey in real life. Instead, locations
of dominated wolves act as the potential position of the prey.
The alpha, beta and delta wolves can provide guidance during
group hunting, while the bottom omega wolves provide no
hunting knowledge at all.

The GWO formulates the prey encircling mechanism as
follows:

D∗ = ∥C∗ ×X∗ −X∥, ∗ ∈ {α, β, δ} (1)

X∗ = X∗ −A∗ ×D∗ (2)

A∗ = 2αr1 − α,C∗ = 2r2 (3)

X(t+ 1) =
Xα +Xβ +Xγ

3
(4)

where t stands for the current iteration, components of α will
linearly decrease from 2 to 0 over the course of iterations,
and r1, r2 are random vectors in range [0, 1]. The rationales
are as follows: given the setting of α, r1 and r2, parameter
vector C will have range [0, 2]. C > 1 emphasises the effects
of α, β and δ wolves in Equation 1, letting these leading
wolves to have a heavier influence of the next move of wolves
and promotes exploitation. On the other hand, C < 1, de-
emphasises the effect of leading wolves for better exploration.
The degree of fluctuation of parameter vector C remains
unchanged during the course of iteration, hence, the GWO
algorithm provides chances for exploration during the entire
training process. As for parameter vector A, it has a fluctuation
range between [−2α, 2α], and the fluctuation range of A keeps
diminishing as α linearly decreases from 2 to 0 during the
process. When |A| < 1, Equation 2 will let vector X to be
close to leading wolves and promotes exploitation. Conversely,
if |A| > 1, vector X will diverge from leading wolves for
better exploration. By randomly generating parameter vector
A and C, the GWO algorithm can balance between exploration
and exploitation. After each iteration, the best performed grey
wolves will be elected as new α, β and δ wolves based on
their fitness, and then they will provide guidance regarding
probable position of the prey for other wolves to update their
location in the next iteration based on Equation 1 to 4.

However, the design of the GWO algorithm still leaves room
of improvements.

Deficiency 2: Dictated social hierarchy In GWO, the top-
three performed grey wolves will be assigned as α, β and
δ wolf, respectively. However, if some of these wolves are
trapped by the local optima, then they will mislead other
wolves to be trapped as well, leading to hindered optimisation
performance.

Deficiency 3: No lifetime elimination mechanism In the
design of the GWO algorithm, a grey wolf will keep updating
no matter how bad its fitness is, while in nature, such kind
of wolves is very likely to be eliminated by terminating their
lifetime. Always letting these badly-performed grey wolves
keep evolving will not yield positive influence towards the
optimisation, especially during later rounds.

Advantage and Applicability In summary, as a population-
based algorithm, the GWO involves multiple search agents
and balances between exploration and exploitation. Hence, it
has higher chance to approximate the global optima. Besides,
the GWO is gradient-free since it utilises a fitness function
as the evaluator, which makes it especially applicable when
the objective function is not differentiable. Finally, the GWO
enjoys a faster convergence compared with its nature-inspired
counterparts [12].

Improvement Opportunity The GWO algorithm suffers
from the aforementioned three deficiencies, it provides us
with improvement opportunities. Therefore, we propose three
new mechanisms, the bimetric-balanced and density-aware
grey wolf initialiser that tackles deficiency 1, the enhanced
greedy grey wolf social hierarchy that deals with deficiency
2, and lifetime-enabled grey wolf elimination mechanism



that mitigates deficiency 3. Together, these mechanisms form
the BRAD-GWA algorithm. The details will be presented in
Section IV-C1.

IV. MODEL AND METHOD

A. Problem Formulation

In this section, we will firstly provide the problem formu-
lation, then present the heterogeneous profit and cost model.

1) Problem and the BRAD Model Formulation: Services
in the IoT smart spaces can require diverse IoT resource to
complete, and have their associated time constraint and profit
gained. Utilising each resource will incur a cost. Due to differ-
ent resource availabilities and costs in different scenarios, we
consider the multi-scenario case, in which there is a resource-
rich scenario (R), as well as a resource-scarce scenario (S) to
reflect the real-world resource richness heterogeneities.

In the BRAD model, there are M kinds of ubiquitous IoT
resources, denoted as Rm,m ∈ [1,M ]. Each resource is
available in both the resource-rich and the resource-scarce
scenario, denoted as follows:

RX
m, X ∈ {R,S},m ∈ [1,M ] (5)

In this paper, we consider two scenarios, but the method can be
extended to fit more scenarios in real world. Each resource RX

m

can have αX
m copies, the jth copy of resource Rm in scenario

X is denoted as follows:

RX
m[j], X ∈ {R,S},m ∈ [1,M ], j ∈ [1, αX

m] (6)

Besides, each kind of resource, as well as each resource copy,
can have a heterogeneous up and down time, denoted as
U(RX

m[j]) and D(RX
m[j]), respectively. Meanwhile, we define

the available period of resource RX
m[j] as A(RX

m[j]), where A
stands for availability. Initially we have

A(RX
m[j]) = [U(RX

m[j]), D(RX
m[j])] (7)

During the process, the available period A(RX
m[j]) will be

updated when a request of it is satisfied.
In terms of the cost of IoT resources, each kind of resource

RX
m can have heterogeneous cost per unit of time utilised,

denoted as C(RX
m). The same resource in resource-rich and

resource-scarce scenarios can have different costs due to dif-
ferent resource richnesses and availabilities, while we assume
that different copies of the same resource in the same scenario
have the same cost. This cost model can model different
utilisation costs caused by heterogeneities between scenarios.
Moreover, it is also generalisable, as the cost it models can
also jointly include various types of other costs, such as energy
consumption, etc.

As for services that require diverse resources to complete,
there are in total N of them. Each service Sn can request K
kinds of resources to complete, where 1 ≤ K ≤ M . We use
SR
n to denote the set of resources required by service Sn, Si

n

denotes the ith resource required by service Sn, S#
n denotes

the number of resources service Sn requires, and we have

SR
n = {Si

n, 1 ≤ i ≤ S#
n }, Si

n ∈ [1,M ] (8)

Each service is resource-time-constrained, therefore, we de-
note the starting and finishing time of each resource utilisation
requested by service Si as S(Si

n) and F (Si
n), respectively.

We assume the IoT service satisfaction to possess atomicity,
i.e., either all its required resources are fully allocated based
on the specified time constraints, or the entire service will
be dissatisfied. This atomic service satisfaction mechanism
prevents IoT resource deadlocks from happening. Moreover,
we also assume the scenario-wise service satisfaction, i.e.,
the service will be entirely satisfied by resources in a single
scenario. We define service resource request satisfaction as
follows:

Definition 1 (IoT Resource request satisfaction): A IoT
resource request Si

n of service Sn is satisfied if

∃RX
Si
n
[j] ∈ RX

Si
n
, X ∈ {R,S}, j ∈ [1, αX

Si
n
],

s.t.[S(Si
n), F (Si

n)] ∈ A(RX
Si
n
[j])

(9)

Equivalently, we define

1(Si
n,X,j), X ∈ {R,S}, j ∈ [1, αX

Si
n
] (10)

which will return 1 if the resource request Si
n can be satisfied

by the jth copy of resource RSi
n

in scenario X , i.e., Equation
9 in Definition 1 holds. Therefore, we define the service
satisfaction as follows:

Definition 2 (Service satisfaction): The service Sn is
satisfied if the following holds:

∀Si
n ∈ SR

n ,∃jSi
n
∈ [1, αX

Si
n
], X ∈ {R,S},

s.t.1(Si
n,X,jSi

n
) = 1

(11)

which is equivalent as for all resource request Si
n in SR

n

of service Sn, there exist a (X, j) combination that makes
Equation 10 in Definition 2 hold. Hence, we then define

1(SR
n ,X), X ∈ {R,S} (12)

which will return 1 if Equation 11 holds, where for all resource
requests, X should be the same scenario, it cannot be satisfied
by more than one scenarios simultaneously. The Equation 12
can then be simplified as follows:

1(Sn,X), X ∈ {R,S} (13)

if this service can be satisfied in scenario X .

To model the profit, we apply a heterogeneous profit model.
Each service Sn will produce different profit when being
satisfied in different scenarios, which is denoted as

P (Sn, X), X ∈ {R,S} (14)

Finally, in terms of the multi-service IoT resource allocation
strategy, we denote the allocation using A. The initial alloca-
tion and the optimised allocation are denoted as AI and AO,



respectively. The allocation A is defined as follows:

A =


AS1

AS2

...
ASN

 =



(
AS1

1 ,j1
AS2

1 ,j2
· · · A

S
K1
1 ,jK1

)(
AS1

2 ,j1
AS2

2 ,j2
· · · A

S
K2
2 ,jK2

)
...(

AS1
N ,j1 AS2

N ,j2 · · · A
S

KN
N ,jKN

)


(15)

where AS2
1 ,j3

means the second resource required by service
S1 is satisfied by the j3

th copy of that resource.

B. The BRAD Profit and Cost Model
1) Heterogeneous BRAD Profit Model: In the BRAD

model, the heterogeneous profit model is defined as follows:

P (S,R,A) =
N∑
n

P (Sn,ASn
)

=

N∑
n

(1(Sn,R) × P (Sn,R) + 1(Sn,S) × P (Sn,S))

(16)

where the indicator function 1Sn,X will return 1 if service Sn

is satisfied in scenario X . If service Sn is not satisfied due to
IoT resource shortage, then two indicator functions will all be
0, i.e., no profit gained.

The heterogeneous profit is generalisable since it can not
only model the revenue produced by satisfying a service,
but also can indirectly reflect other factors such as the costs
of migrating a service from one scenario to the other, e.g.,
transferring a patient from the community clinic to the hospital
due to resource unavailability. The cost of transferring can
be implicitly modelled in the profit by deducing the profit
correspondingly. Hence, the heterogeneous profit model is
generalisable to include other factors.

2) Heterogeneous BRAD Cost Model: The BRAD optimi-
sation model also applies a heterogeneous resource cost model,
which not only considers different utilisation costs caused by
scenario-wise heterogeneities, but also can integrate other costs
implicitly, such as energy consumption, computation costs,
etc. Hence, the generalisability offered by the heterogeneous
cost model eases the effort of considering more cost models
explicitly. We define the utilisation period length function
which returns the length of the utilisation period for service
Sn when requesting resource Si

n ∈ SR
n as follows:

len : R→ R, len(Si
n) = F (Si

n)− S(Si
n) (17)

and hence, the overall cost of all services is defined as follows:

C(S,R,A) =
N∑
n

C(Sn, R,ASn
)

=

N∑
n

(1(Sn,R) ×
∑

Si
n∈SR

n

len(Si
n) ∗ C(RR

Si
n
)

+ 1(Sn,S) ×
∑

Si
n∈SR

n

len(Si
n) ∗ C(RS

Si
n
))

(18)

3) Bimetric-balanced Optimisation Objective: Finally, the
BRAD optimisation model will jointly optimise both profit and

cost to form a bimetric-balanced model. To mask the range
differences between profit and cost and balance them properly
during optimisation, a negative scalar factor is multiplied on
the profit. The bimetric-balanced optimisation objective is
defined as follows:

Obj(S,R) = argmin
AO

{C(S,R,A) + w × P (S,R,A)} (19)

Optimising the objective function of the BRAD model can
jointly optimise both profit and cost as much as possible and
hence provide bimetric-balanced allocation decision for IoT
resource providers.

C. The BRAD-GWA Algorithm
In this section, we introduce three improvements made to

improve the GWO algorithm, and how the GWO algorithm is
integrated to tackle the BRAD model, e.g. what grey wolves
stand for and how services are allocated based on the yielded
allocation strategy AO, etc.

1) Algorithm Improvements: We propose an advanced Grey
Wolf Optimiser called BRAD-GWA which tackles the deficien-
cies as mentioned in Section III-B and therefore boost the
performance.

Algorithm 1 The bimetric-balanced and density-aware grey
wolf initialiser initialiser(nsa, SN , ub)

Input:
Number of grey wolves nsa,
Allocation upper bound ub

Output: grey wolf initialisation matrix with dimension nsa×
N

1: for Sn in SN do
2: Calculate the profits, costs and bimetric objective of

satisfying service Sn in both scenarios using Eq. 16, 18
and 19

3: end for
4: for i in range(nsa× 1.5) do
5: for n in range(N) do
6: if Obj(Sn, R)R ≤ Obj(Sn, S)

S then
7: Store random value in range [0, ub

2 ) into AI
i

8: else
9: Store random value in range [ub2 , ub] into AI

i

10: end if
11: end for
12: end for
13: while len(AI) ̸= nsa do
14: Find pair (AI

i ,AI
j ) with minimum pairwise L2 dis-

tance
15: Add

AI
i+AI

j

2 into AI

16: Remove both AI
i and AI

j from AI

17: end while
18: return AI

Improvement 1 (Bimetric-balanced and Density-aware
Grey Wolf Initialiser): We design a new grey wolf initialiser
that is bimetric-balanced and density-aware to tackle the De-
ficiency 1: random initialisation without density-awareness, as
shown in Algorithm 1.



Bimetric-balanced: The new initialiser allocates services
(grey wolves) to the scenario with lower bimetric-balanced
objective value. Allocation in the reversed way can result in
service transfers, which causes extra costs. Hence the bimetric-
balanced initialiser should outperform its random counterpart.
Its mechanism has been shown in line 4 - 12 in Algorithm 1.

Density-awareness: The random initialisation ignores the
population density, i.e., it may randomly generate multiple
individuals with high similarity and therefore hinders the ef-
fectiveness of population-based optimisers. The new initialiser
generates more grey wolf vector than required, and iteratively
merge the closest pair of grey wolf vectors by taking the
average of them. The initialiser has been given in line 13
- 17 in Algorithm 1. The merging will continue until the
number of grey wolf vectors reaches the required number. By
being density-aware, the population diversity is increased and
hence improve the chance for the population-based optimiser
to better approximate the global optima.

Improvement 2 (Enhanced Greedy Grey Wolf Social
Hierarchy): To tackle the Deficiency 2: Dictated Social Hi-
erarchy, an enhanced grey wolf social hierarchy with greedy
strategy is applied. The original GWO utilised top-three best-
performed grey wolves as α, β and δ wolves, which then
influence how other wolves are updated. If they are trapped by
local optima, then other wolves will be misled to be trapped
as well, which significantly impairs the effectiveness of the
algorithm. Given that utilising the top-three wolves is risky
to suffer from local optima stagnation, in the enhanced grey
wolf social hierarchy, top-seven best-performed grey wolves
are utilised to avoid dictation from happening. The enhanced
social hierarchy has been indicated in Algorithm 2.

To further avoid dictation, i.e., a grey wolf being trapped by
the local optima has a heavy influence on other wolves, four
different social hierarchies are applied. For instance, in social
hierarchy A as indicated in line 22 in Algorithm 2, the best
grey wolf will be treated as α wolf, grey wolves ranked second
and third are regarded as β wolves (β1− 2), and grey wolves
ranked from 4 to 6 are regarded as δ wolves (δ1 − 3). On
the other hand, in social hierarchy B, C, and D, the top-two
grey wolves are regarded as α wolves (α1 − 2), grey wolves
ranked from 3 to 4 are regarded as β wolves (β1−2), and grey
wolves ranked from 5 to 7 are treated as δ wolves (δ1 − 3).
In social hierarchy B, C and D, either the first α wolf (α1),
or the second α wolf (α2), or the combination of them will
be utilised to avoid dictation as much as possible.

Finally, a greedy strategy is leveraged to select the social
hierarchy that yields the best fitness to produce guidance for
other grey wolves to update their position.

Exploration and Exploitation Balance: Two levels of efforts
have been put through to balance between exploration and
exploitation in the enhanced greedy grey wolf social hierarchy,
i.e., intra-hierarchy and inter-hierarchy.

Each grey wolf has its own randomly initialised A and C
parameter vectors, hence, different grey wolves may greedily
use different social hierarchies, which introduces diversity of
social hierarchies to promote better exploration and will lead
to better optimisation outcome. Inside each social hierarchy, a
delta weight δw that linearly decrease from 1 to 0 during the

Algorithm 2 The enhanced greedy grey wolf social hierarchy
and the lifetime-enabled grey wolf elimination mechanism
Input: Number of search candidate (grey wolves) nsa

1: τ ← CI
MI , τ denotes the elimination threshold

2: Initialise bl to be a dictionary which tracks the lifetime
beginning of each grey wolf and is initialised to be 0

3: for i in [0, nsa] do
4: if grey wolf Gi has the worst fitness among all grey

wolves then
5: e← random(0, 1)
6: if e ≥ τ then
7: Set bl[i]← CI
8: if random(0, 1) ≤ 0.5 then
9: X [i](t + 1) ← a randomly initialised new

grey wolf vector
10: else
11: X [i](t+1)← lb+ub−G[random(0, nsa)]
12: end if
13: end if
14: else
15: a[i]← 2− 2(CI−bl[i])

MI−bl[i]

16: δw[i]← 1− CI−bl[i]
MI−bl[i]

17: for j in [1, 7] do
18: Calculate Dj ← ∥Cj ×Xj −X∥ (in Eq. (1))
19: Calculate Xj ← Xj −Aj ×Dj (in Eq. (2))
20: Calculate A← 2r1 × a[i]− a[i]
21: Calculate C ← 2r2

22: X [i](t+ 1)A ←
Xα+

∑2
∗=1 Xβ∗

2 +
∑3

∗=1 Xδ∗×δw[i]

3

2+δw[i]

23: X [i](t+ 1)B ←
Xα1+

∑2
∗=1 Xβ∗

2 +
∑3

∗=1 Xδ∗×δw[i]

3

2+δw[i]

24: X [i](t+ 1)C ←
Xα2+

∑2
∗=1 Xβ∗

2 +
∑3

∗=1 Xδ∗×δw[i]

3

2+δw[i]

25: X [i](t+ 1)D ←∑2
∗=1 Xα∗

2 +
∑2

∗=1 Xβ∗
2 +

∑3
∗=1 Xδ∗×δw[i]

3

2+δw[i]

26: X [i](t+1)← the one with best fitness among
(X [i](t+ 1)A, X

[i](t+ 1)B , X
[i](t+ 1)C , X

[i](t+ 1)D)
27: end for
28: end if
29: end for

course of iteration has been applied on δ wolves. During the
initial iteration stage, δ wolves will be applied with a heavier
weight to promote better exploration. As the iteration evolves,
each grey wolf is likely to find its better prey position, hence,
the influence of the δ wolves are gradually diminished to
encourage each wolf to pursue its own favoured location, i.e.,
gradually emphasising exploitation. By balancing exploration
and exploitation properly, the advanced BRAD-GWA algorithm
can better approximate the global optima.

Improvement 3 (Lifetime-enabled Grey Wolf Elimina-
tion Mechanism): To solve the Deficiency 3: lack of lifetime
elimination mechanism, we design a lifetime-enabled grey
wolf elimination mechanism inspired by the natural elimina-
tion in nature.



As indicated in line 5 to 13 in Algorithm 2, the grey
wolf with the worst fitness will be considered for elimination.
However, in nature, the worst-performed grey wolf is not
necessarily eliminated immediately when it becomes the worst
one. Hence, in line 2 in Algorithm 2, a dynamic elimination
threshold τ is applied, which linearly increases from 0 to 1
during the course of iterations. The rationale is that at the
beginning of the training process, performances of all grey
wolves are not stable enough. Hence, turn on the elimination
too early may hinder the exploration effect. As the training
evolves, especially during later period, if the grey wolf is still
not promising, it becomes worthy to be eliminated. Therefore,
as in line 6 to 7 in Algorithm 2, a decider e will be a random
value between 0 and 1, and the worst-performed grey wolf will
only be eliminated if the decider is higher than the elimination
threshold. Upon being eliminated, since parameter a is a value
keeps linearly decreasing from the beginning of the training
process, the elimination will reset the decreasing process by
updating the begin lifetime tracker bl in line 8 in Algorithm 2.
Besides, another random value will be generated. If less than
or equal to 0.5, the eliminated grey wolf will be randomly
initialised to start a new lifetime. Otherwise, the eliminated
grey wolf will be set as the opposition of a randomly selected
survived grey wolf to promote exploration to the location that
is opposed to the selected grey wolf. The opposition-based
lifetime renewal has been indicated in line 12 in Algorithm 2.

Hence, by utilising the lifetime-enabled grey wolf elimina-
tion mechanism, unpromising grey wolves will be gradually
eliminated, especially during later training stage, which pro-
motes exploration.

Overall Workflow of the BRAD-GWA Algorithm
The algorithm will firstly utilise the proposed bimetric-

balanced and density-aware grey wolf initialiser to initialise the
grey wolf population. Meanwhile the algorithm will initialise
the parameters, and elect the top-performed grey wolves. Then,
the algorithm iteratively leverages the enhanced greedy grey
wolf social hierarchy as in Algorithm 2 to update the position
of each grey wolf, and meanwhile triggers the elimination
to eliminate unpromising grey wolves. Upon termination, the
best grey wolf represents the optimised IoT resource allocation
strategy AO of the BRAD model.

2) Optimiser Integration: Each grey wolf vector Gi is a
1×N vector, where N is the number of services to be allocated
with IoT resources. Each element in the grey wolf vector Mi

has the range of [0, ub], where ub is a constant. If the value
lies in [0, ub

2 ), the corresponding service will be allocated to
the resource-rich scenario, otherwise, it will be allocated to the
resource-scarce scenario. The service execution order is told by
the order of values. For each service, if no resource conflict
is caused and all its resource requirements can be satisfied,
i.e., the equation in Definition 2 holds, then the service will
be allocated with its required resources and be satisfied.

V. IMPLEMENTATION DISCUSSION

In this section, we introduce how we integrate the concept
of Digital Object (DO) abstraction and architecture in our im-
plementation, which includes how it manages and collaborates
the IoT resources, as well as its advantages.

Due to the diversity and heterogeneity of IoT resources
[23], managing them efficiently becomes crucial for effective
resource allocation in the smart space. We apply a concept
called digital-object-based [24] resource abstraction. The DO-
based IoT resource abstraction constitutes an API module,
which provides useful APIs to let the IoT resource better
interact with external services, such as show availability,
show utilisation cost, etc., and a collaboration module, which
is in charge of communicating and collaborating with other
resources. For instance, when a service comes and a resource
copy is unable to satisfy the request posed by this service, then
this resource copy will communicate with other resources of
same kind to coordinate the allocation.

Upon receiving a service resource request, the availability of
the DO-based IoT resource will firstly be checked through the
API module to see whether it can satisfy this service request. If
the request can be satisfied, the API module will communicate
its availability to the resource allocation algorithm. If the
availability conflicts, it will communicate with the copies of
the same resource through the Collaboration module to handle
the service request to them. Eventually, the service request will
either be satisfied by a resource copy, or unsatisfied due to
resource shortage. The API module then reports the allocation
outcome to the resource allocator.

In the BRAD model, each IoT resource will be abstracted
to form a digital object, we choose to implicitly form each
IoT resource as a programming object in the central allocator
program, rather than explicitly programming each IoT device.
However, the concept works in both ways. Each digital object
will interact with the resource allocator through their API
module, or collaborate with other digital objects via the
collaboration module, forming the digital object architecture
(DOA) [24]. By utilising this digital-object-based resource
abstraction and the architecture as a whole, it simplifies the
interaction with the IoT resources that have heterogeneous
characteristics. No matter what type of IoT device is, the
defined APIs mask these heterogeneities and abstract all IoT
resources to let them be interacted in a unified way. Besides,
it promotes easier collaboration and communication between
IoT resources during the resource allocation process.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Dataset, Parameter and Experimental Setup

Dataset and its Interpretation We utilise the city hospital
and community care home as resource-rich and resource-
scarce scenarios of the HIT-IHC system. Each scenario has 10
kinds of IoT resources that possess heterogeneities. Different
IoT resources have different number of copies ranging from
3 to 50, which is a typical amount in common IoT appli-
cations [25]. Besides, each IoT resource copy has different
available period and different cost per unit utilisation. Different
scenarios also have different IoT resource availabilities, and
hence incur diverse utilisation costs. The diverse resource
and scenario setting of the HIT-IHC system can testify the
robustness of algorithms under the multi-scenario setting.

In terms of services, we generate 200 services using Simpy
[26], a discrete event simulator suitable to simulate sequence
of IoT resource requests [27], which also avoids the privacy



XXXXXXXXXXValue
Method Order-based Greedy-based Metaheuristic Algorithm

RAN HIT-IHC GRE P GRE O WOA FFA MFO
Objective -1038.6 -729.0 -1100.7 -1725.3 -1761.1 -1924.8 -2129.3

Profit 525.2 459.9 542.9 586.0 879.0 1116.4 1134.2
Cost 1587.2 1570.6 1613.9 1204.6 2634.0 3639.3 3541.6

Profit/Cost Ratio 0.33 0.30 0.34 0.50 0.34 0.31 0.32
XXXXXXXXXXValue

Method Metaheuristic Algorithm (continued)
SCA PSO BAT CS DE GWO GWA

Objective -2262.1 -2323.8 -2374.2 -2605.8 -2661.0 -2328.0 -3017.2
Profit 1218.0 1169.4 1232.4 1249.9 1244.9 1148.9 1290.14
Cost 3828.1 3523.1 3738.9 3643.8 3563.6 3416.6 3433.5

Profit/Cost Ratio 0.32 0.33 0.32 0.34 0.35 0.34 0.38
TABLE I

THE OVERALL OBJECTIVE, PROFIT, COST AND PROFIT/COST RATIO OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS. METRICS IN WHICH THE BRAD-GWA ALGORITHM
ACHIEVES THE TOP-2 PLACES ARE HIGHLIGHTED.

issues associated with real user service data. The total work-
loads of these services exceed the capacity of both scenarios,
making it persuasive to verify which algorithm can make
the wisest choice to allocate services so that the objective is
optimised. All services specify its resource requirements with
time constraints, and its profit when satisfied in each scenario.

Parameter Setting The ub parameter of the BRAD model
is set to be 10, i.e., all services with their optimised allocation
AO

Si
n

falls in [0, 5) will be allocated to the resource-rich
scenario, or otherwise to the resource-scarce scenario. The
order of AO

Si
n

will be used to decide the execution order
of services as mentioned in Section IV-C2. The profit-cost
balancing factor w is set to be −5. The allocation upper
bound parameter ub of the BRAD-GWA algorithm is set to
be 10 which corresponds to the ub parameter in the BRAD
optimisation model. The default number of search agent is set
to 20. The number of iterations is set to be 100 to avoid severe
computation overhead.

Experimental Setup and Hardware Configuration The
comparing methods we use fall into three categories. Firstly,
order-based methods including random allocation (RAN),
which allocates IoT resources to services in random order.
Another is the default allocation method utilised by the HIT-
IHC system as mentioned in Section III-A, which works in
a first come first serve manner, while putting priorities on
retired HIT employees. The greedy-based methods including
the profit-oriented greedy algorithm (GRE P) that sorts ser-
vices by their highest gainable profit in descending order,
then greedily allocate services to be satisfied in the scenario
with higher satisfaction profit. Similarly, the objective-oriented
greedy strategy (GRE O) is used, which prioritises services
with highest profit and satisfaction cost ratio.

The third category is metaheuristic algorithms, which in-
cludes Moth-flame Optimiser (MFO) [28], Particle Swarm
Optimiser (PSO) [29], Firefly Algorithm (FFA) [30], Whale
Optimisation Algorithm (WOA) [31], Bat Algorithm (BAT)
[32], Sine Cosine Algorithm (SCA) [33], Differential Evo-
lution (DE) [34], Cuckoo Search Algorithm (CS) [35], and
vanilla Grey Wolf Optimiser (GWO) [12]. To achieve a fair
comparison, the profit-cost oriented initialiser is applied for
all metaheuristic algorithms, the same number of iterations
and search candidates are also applied.

During experiments, we repeat all experiments 10 times and
the average results are reported. We implement the method
using Python 3.8 and conduct all experiments on a server
equipped with Intel i9 9900K CPU and 32GB of memory.

B. Performance on Objective Optimisation, Profit and Cost

To verify the effectiveness of the BRAD-GWA algorithm on
objective, profit and cost optimisation, we compare it with
13 algorithms and present the results in Table I. The BRAD-
GWA algorithm achieves bimetric-balance properly and has
the lowest objective value among all methods. Specifically,
the BRAD-GWA yields 3.14 times, 74.9%, 13.4% and 29.6%
objective reduction compared with the default resource alloca-
tion method of HIT-IHC, the best performed greedy algorithm
GRE O, the best performed metaheuristic algorithm DE and
the vanilla GWO, respectively. Hence, the effectiveness of
BRAD-GWA in terms of objective optimisation is verified.

When optimising the profit, the BRAD-GWA algorithm
achieves the highest profit performance as in Table I, which
outperforms other methods by a large margin, i.e., 1.8 times,
1.2 times, 3.2% and 12.3% higher than HIT-IHC, GRE O,
DE and GWO. Hence, the BRAD-GWA algorithm is profit-
effective.

However, the best profit performance does not infer the
heaviest cost burden. As in Table I, the BRAD-GWA algo-
rithm incurs the second lowest cost among all metaheuristic
algorithms. Its cost is only 0.08% higher than SCA, which pos-
sesses the lowest cost. Although the order-based and greedy-
based algorithms have a lower cost, they perform poorly in
terms of objective optimisation and profit gain. To verify that
the BRAD-GWA algorithm allocates services in a bimetric-
balanced manner, the profit-cost (pc) ratio is calculated. The
higher the pc-ratio is, the more profit a unit of cost spent can
bring, and hence indicates a more bimetric-balanced service
allocation. From Table I, the BRAD-GWA algorithm enjoys the
second highest pc ratio, however, the top-performed GRE O
algorithm’s poor objective and profit performance make it not
comparable. Moreover, the BRAD-GWA achieves 26.7%, 8.6%
and 11.8% higher profit-cost ratio compared with the HIT-
IHC, best-performed metaheuristic algorithm DE and vanilla
GWO, respectively. The significant pc-ratio boost verifies the
bimetric-balancing merit of the BRAD-GWA algorithm.



XXXXXXXXXXValue
Method Order-based Greedy-based Metaheuristic Algorithm

RAN HIT-IHC GRE P GRE O WOA FFA MFO
Service Allocation 41.0 36.4 35.5 43.9 64.2 81.5 80.7

Resource Utilisation 35% 35% 36% 28% 29% 31% 31%
Objective/Allocation Ratio -0.25 -0.20 -0.31 -0.40 -0.28 -0.24 -0.26

Profit/Allocation Ratio 12.79 12.63 15.3 13.38 13.68 13.69 14.07
Cost/Allocation Ratio 39.03 43.53 45.75 27.35 40.79 44.76 44.00

Objective/Utilisation Ratio -29.8 -21.1 -30.58 -61.77 -67.36 -62.18 -68.61
XXXXXXXXXXValue

Method Metaheuristic Algorithm (continued)
SCA PSO BAT CS DE GWO GWA

Service Allocation 77.9 80.9 78.4 79.4 80.8 79.1 81.6
Resource Utilisation 33% 31% 33% 32% 32% 31% 30%

Objective/Allocation Ratio -0.29 -0.29 -0.30 -0.33 -0.33 -0.29 -0.37
Profit/Allocation Ratio 15.63 14.45 15.72 15.73 15.40 14.52 15.83
Cost/Allocation Ratio 49.30 43.69 48.40 45.99 44.25 43.39 42.20

Objective/Utilisation Ratio -67.92 -75.43 -72.38 -80.19 -83.67 -75.42 -101.59
TABLE II

THE PERFORMANCE OF SERVICE ALLOCATION AND RESOURCE UTILISATION OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS. METRICS IN WHICH THE BRAD-GWA
ALGORITHM ACHIEVES THE TOP-2 PLACES ARE HIGHLIGHTED.

Based on the above analyses, we conclude that the BRAD-
GWA algorithm is effective in terms of objective minimisation
and profit boost. It can also allocate resource to services in
a bimetric-balanced way by achieving an excellent profit-cost
ratio among compared algorithms. The superior performance
over HIT-IHC and the vanilla GWO algorithm also indicates
the effectiveness of the advanced BRAD-GWA algorithm.
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Fig. 2. (a) The percentage of objective reduction (↓) and service allocation
boost (↑) achieved by the BRAD-GWA compared with HIT-IHC and vanilla
GWO. (b) The percentage of profit-cost ratio increase, objective-allocation
ratio drop, profit-allocation ratio boost, and cost-allocation ratio drop.

C. Performance on Service Allocation and Resource Utilisa-
tion

The number of services being satisfied and the average
IoT resource utilisation are evaluated and presented in Table
II. The BRAD-GWA algorithm has the highest number of
allocated services, while the order-based and greedy-based
algorithms do not perform well on service satisfaction. The
objective-allocation ratio reflects the amount of objective
each allocated service can bring, the lower the better. The
BRAD-GWA algorithm achieves the second lowest objective-
allocation ratio, second to the GRE O, however the latter
is not comparable due to poor service satisfaction. Besides,
the profit-allocation ratio and the cost-allocation ratio are also
computed to indicate the profit and cost each allocated service
bring, respectively. The higher the profit-allocation ratio is, the

wiser the allocation is, while the lower the cost-allocation ratio
is, the better the allocation is, as each service allocation can
bring costs as lower as possible. As in Table II, the BRAD-
GWA yields the highest profit-allocation ratio, outperforming
HIT-IHC, best metaheuristic counterpart CS and vanilla GWO
by 25.3%, 0.6% and 9%, respectively. Meanwhile, the BRAD-
GWA algorithm achieves the second lowest cost-allocation ra-
tio among all metaheuristic methods, while the poor allocation
performance makes neither the order-based nor the greedy-
based methods comparable. Hence, it verifies that the BRAD-
GWA algorithm can allocate IoT resources to services in a
wise manner and satisfy the most amount of services without
causing severe service unsatisfaction and hence possesses the
capability to avoid those services that are resource and cost-
intensive while being profit-scarce.

From the resource utilisation aspect, the results of average
IoT resource utilisation and the objective-utilisation ratio are
presented in Table II. The BRAD-GWA yields an average IoT
resource utilisation rate of around 30%, which is reasonable
compared with other methods. In terms of the objective-
utilisation ratio, the lower it is, the lower objective value is
achieved by one unit of resource utilisation. The BRAD-GWA
algorithm achieves a significant objective-utilisation ratio drop,
which is 3.8 times, 63.5%, 21.4% and 34.7% compared with
HIT-IHC, GRE O, the best-performed metaheuristic algorithm
DE and the vanilla GWO, respectively. Hence, it demonstrates
the effectiveness of the BRAD-GWA algorithm in terms of
utilising resource efficiently to satisfy services.

D. Comparison with Original HIT-IHC Method and Vanilla
GWO Algorithm

Finally, we compare the BRAD-GWA algorithm with the
original method used by HIT-IHC and the vanilla GWO
algorithm. As in Figure 2, the BRAD-GWA algorithm signifi-
cantly outperforms the HIT-IHC and vanilla GWO by a large
margin in terms of all metrics. Hence, it demonstrates that
the proposed BRAD-GWA algorithm can significantly improve
the effectiveness of the HIT-IHC system, i.e., by allocating IoT



resources to services in a wiser bimetric-balanced manner, sat-
isfying more services and utilising resources wisely. Besides,
the superior performance achieved by the BRAD-GWA over
the vanilla GWO also indicates the improvements applied by
the BRAD-GWA is effective.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, motivated by problems faced by service
resource allocation in IoT-enabled intelligent environments
such as the HIT-IHC intelligent healthcare system, we pro-
pose the bimetric-balanced resource allocation model BRAD
which jointly optimises heterogeneous profit and cost model,
and considers multi-services with resource-time-constrained
requests at the device granularity with deadlock prevention
in mind. To effectively manage and collaborate diverse IoT
resources, the BRAD model utilises the digital-object-based
resource abstraction. We utilise the Grey Wolf Optimiser
and substantially improve it by fixing several deficiencies
and forms the BRAD-GWA algorithm. Comprehensive exper-
iments verify the effectiveness of the BRAD-GWA algorithm
when performing the bimetric-balanced resource allocation for
multi-services under the smart IoT space. Specifically, the
effectiveness of the HIT-IHC is substantially improved by the
BRAD-GWA algorithm, and the excellent performance of the
BRAD-GWA over vanilla GWO also demonstrates the efficacy
of the proposed improvements.
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